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Surviving twin undergoes rehabilitation
Nick Reside
News Editor
Archana Gambiraopet, former
graduate student from Secundeabad,
India, is currently undergoing rehabilitation and physical therapy at
Shepherd Center in Atlanta, as a
result of a vehicle collision in
November.
She suffered a major spinal cord
injury, is paralyzed and will be
forced to use a wheelchair, said
Solomon Antony, assistant professor
in computer science and information
systems. Antony said he has kept a
close eye on the family. who are with
Archana in Atlanta.
The accident resulted in the death

of Gambiraopet's
twin sister and
former student,
Arpana. The two
were riding in
the same vehicle
when the collision occurred.
Following the
accident,
Arcbana
Archana
was
Gambiraopet rushed to MurFonner student ray-Galloway
from Secundeabad,
County Hospital
India
before being airlifted to Vanderbilt Medical Center
the same night.
Arcbana was unable to attend her
sister's funeral in India, as she was in

the Vanderbilt Intensive Care Unit.
Antony said Gambiraopet was
treated for more than a month at
Vanderbilt, where she received a tracheotomy.
After the surgery, Gambiraopet
began breathing without the assistance of a ventilator.
Antony said Gambiraopet was
informed of the loss of her sister
while at Vanderbilt.
She was subsequently transferred
to Shepherd Center, a hospital specializing in spinal cord injury. The
Gambiraopet family is with her at
this time.
Antony said Gambiraopet might
have to continue physical therapy
for up to two years.

wThe procedure of regaining control of your body (after a spinal cord
injury) is very hard and very
painful," he said. wEven .simple things
such as lifting a spoon or turning the
pages of a book can be very hard."
After the accident, the Murray
State community was quick to help.
University officials established an
account to collect donations to assist
with the medical expenses.
The Gambiraopet sisters did not
renew their health insurance, as they
were on the verge of graduation.
Don Robertson, vice president of
Student Affairs, said two checks
have been sent to the family, the first
for $15.000 and the second for
$6,000. A third check is pending.

"There's been a tremendous outpouring of support for that family,"
Robertson said.
Robertson said the University
intends to award Arpana's degree
posthumously. The Gambiraopet
family wishes for Archana to accept
the degree on her behalf.
Antony said the family has
l'eceived more than 600 support letters.
"She's pleased to bear that so
many people are caring about her
and praying for her," he said.
To make a donation to assist the
Gambiraopet family, visit www.sites.
google.com/site/helparchanaarpana.
Contact Reside at nicholas.reside@
murraystate.edu.

Residential
college to close
for renovations

'

John Walker
Staff writer
The University recently announced its plan
to renovate Elizabeth College beginning in
May 20ll.
The renovation plan is part of the University's effort to re-energize student living on campus, and is preceded by Lee Clark and James H.
Richmond colleges.
David Wilson, director of Housing, said his
office is still making living arrangements for
current Elizabeth College residents.
"We held a meeting with the students this
week, but as of right now nothing has been
solidified," be said.
Wilson sajd Elizabeth residents will help in
fmding what options arc best for them in the
coming year.
"We asked them for thoughts on what they
would like to see when the move comes," Wilson said. ''One option on the table is for them to
have first pick in the fall semester."
Kim Oatman, chief facilities officer, said renovating the high-rise buildings was simply a
matter of finances.
"To build one new building was going to cost
us around $15 million," Oatman said. "One
high-rise renovation is half of that cost."
Oatman said since the renovation plans have
started, the University would need the space
vacant by May.
"We are going to have an architect hired by
the end of February," Oatman said. "The renovation is planned to take at least 12 months. So
students can plan on moving in August of
2012."
As for what students can expect when Elizabeth College reopens, Oatman said there will
be dramatic changes. and not just with the
pipes.
"The outside of the building will look the
same, but inside it will be an entirely new
building," Oatman said. "There will be the
same amount of rooms, but we are going to tear
out all the walls and rebuild everything."
Oatman said one of the biggest differences
will be seen in Elizabeth's communal bath-

"l

.

Elizabeth Colleqe Is closiOQ after the Sprlnq 2011 semester for a year of renovations. On-campus housiOQ for current residents Is still in plannlno.
rooms, which will be more spacious and meet
accessibility standards of the Americans with
Disabilities Act.
University President Randy Dunn said the
campus must stay up to date to maintain student recruitment and retention.
"If we can't provide housing facilities that
are modern ... we might lose those students to
other schools who have been able to modernize

Regents College Head
announces retirement
Haley Russell
Staff writer
After 28 years,l3 honors from Murray State alone and three different positions within the University, Richard Scott, associate
professor of music and Regents College head, has announced
plans to retire.
Scott has worked in the department of music since 1983.
''I'm in charge of the functional keyboard lab, which is the class
plano lab, I teach studio piano and I teach students individually,"
he said.
He said the decision is one he bas considered for nearly three
years.
"I'd thought about it already for a couple of years. so it wasn't
something I thought about at the last minute," he said.
After 28 years, Scott said he is ready to leave and move back to
Portland, Ore., to be closer to his family.
"I got my undergraduate degree in California. and then I was in
the (military) service for a couple of years and then I went to the

their housing facilities at a faster rate," he said.
Dunn said the University has a commitment
to take care of the older buildings at Murray
State.
"First and foremost is that we're charged to
be good stewards of these buildings," Dunn
said. "They're highly valuable resources for the
University and as we come to a point where
there needs to be renovation work done, we

University of Washington in Seattle, so I spent a bulk of my life
on the west coast," he said. "I went to school in Wisconsin, was
there for about eight years, and from there I came down here. I
wanted to complete the circle and move back west."
Scott said he plans to continue teaching after relocating to the
west coast.
"I've been teaching for a long time, and
even when I was going to school, during graduate school. I was a graduate teaching assistant," he said. "When I go to Portland, I'm
looking to do some part time teaching."
The small-town atmosphere of Murray and
the faculty and staff here at the University are
two things Scott said he will miss most.
"This University is not one that is so huge
that it takes a lot of time to get things done,"
Richard Scott he said. "The ease of having a project and
Regents College wanting to do something makes life a lot more
Head
enjoyable and people in the University have
always been cordial and professional. The faculty and administration have been good to work with."
Scott is the recipient of four musical awards: Kentucky Music
Teachers Association (KMTA) Distinguished Service Award,
Kentucky Arts Council Individual Artist Professional Development Grant and Murray State's College of Humanities and fine
Arts Faculty Program for Support of Creative Activities Finalist,

need to find a way to do that - to be able to
maintain these facilities for another 30 or 40
years."
As president, Dunn said it is part of his
responsibility to prevent the buildings, large
assets to the University, from falling into disrepair.
Contact Walker at john. walker@murraystate.
edu.

National Beethoven Sonata Competition.
He is also involved on campus serving as the Regents College
Head for four years.
As a college head, Scott's obligations include talking to students, being visible in the college, having different parent receptions and being available as a resource for the residential advisers and residential director.
"The main job as the college head is to serve as the adviser to
the Residential College Council (RCC)," he .said. "I'm the adviser
for the ... elected officers of the College Council, so I go to all
their meetings and I facilitate things as much as ( can for them."
Recently, Scott has served as the Chair of the Council of the
College Heads as well.
"This semester, I've been the chair of the Council of the College Heads, so I chair the meetings of all the college heads so
that's been more responsibilities," he said.
Along with Scott's extensive resume, he also works with multiple professional and service organizations, bas five special teaching responsibilities and is still able to be involved as college head.
Marcie Siders, a sophomore from Dover, Tenn.. and college
head assistant, said Scott is always available for the Regents staff.
Said Siders: "He's always been really helpful with Regents. and
RCC and with different conventions that the RCC has had, making sure that they have enough funding to go to different conventions."
Contact Russell at hrussell@murraystate.edu.
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This week
Today

Saturday

•D a.m. American Red Cr0$5 Blood
St.John's Episcopal Church

•8 a.m. Women's
Tennis
vs.
Louisville; Kenlake State Resort
Parle. free with Ricercard
•8 a.m. Rifle hosts Withrow Invita·
tional; Pat Spurgin Rifle Range. free
with Racercard
•7:30 p.m. Men's Basketball vs. UT~
Martin <Faculty/StafC Appr~i-don
Night); CFSB Center, free with Racercard
•7:30 p.m. "Go for Zucker" Cinema
International: Curris Center Theatre, free

pa.. Friends of Anime fast meet-

ins

of the semesrer; Curris Center
Barkley Room. open to all
-5 p.m. Wine Tastlngj Wine Pro's:
Paducah, free
•6 p.m. Digi~l Photography 102: Cal·
loway Count)" Extension Office. ftee
-1:30 p.m. ..Go for Zucker" Cinema
International; Currls Center Theatre, tree

Monday

+.iO UL ForsMDI POfWJf4 Semi· -9 a.m. 'eedias tbe auagry; Hippo's
nar: Heartland Wonbip Center;
Paducah. open to .aU

•U &IlL The Journey Church; Curris
Center Ballroom, open to aU
•1 p.m. Everything Eagles Van Tour;
Golden Pond; Land Between the

Wednesday

Thursday

1.111. Campus Diversity Plan
Public Forum; Curris Center Missls·
sippi Room, open to all
•10 a.m. Poster Sales: 'Currls Center
Roclcing Chair Lounge
-5 p.m. PRSSA meeting; Wilson Hall:

a.DL Po~ Sales: Curris Center:
Rocking Chair Lounge
•12:20 p.m. Baptist <;ampus Ministries Luncheon; BCM Building; $1
•7 p.m. Christ Ambassadors Wednesday Word and Worship: Curris
Center Theatre, open to all
til p.m. Lecture on Mexican Exh.ibiM
tion in Clara M. £agle Art Gallery

-s p.& Mutray EnTirbnmeatai Stu~

room106
'6:30p.m. Sigma Alpha Iota Recruit·
ment; Performing Arts Hall
•7:30 p.m. FacUlty Senate Meeting;
Currls Center Barkley Room
•7:30 p.m. Presidential Lecture with

•10

BWldinl; Paduqah. open to ,all
•10 a.m. Poster Sales: Curtis Center
RoCking Chair ~e
...00 p.m. Murray State Traditional

would like an event to ap~ in

rbe This Week section, fill out a £orm in
7lle Murray State News office at W WUson Hall, tax to 809·3175 or e-mail infpr-

.Karate Club Practice; Carr Health
Buildin& open to all

matlon to. thenews@
murraystate.edu.

Please submit events by noon on
Wednesdays. We cannot guanntee
all items received
be published.

wm

Lakes National RecreatiOAAI ~e~

Tuesday
+30

,

Sunday

dent Society meeting; C~UT Health
Building, open to all
•'H11 p.m Worship; BCM Building.
free
•7:10 p.m. "Broken Embraces'" Cinema International; Curtis Center
Theatre. free
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Police Beat
January20
6:20 a.m. A fire :1larm was
activated in James H. Rich• mond College. Murray State
Police and the Murray Fire
Department determined the
cause was due to a buildup of
exhaust in a mechanical
' room. The state fire mar:>hal
was also notified.
S:l3 p.m. A caller reported
vehicles driving recklessly in
the Hamilton Field parking
lot. Officers were notified.
ll'09 p.m. Racer Patrol reported a motor vehicle accident
on the north side parking lot
of Racer Arena. A responding
officer took a collision report.

and Emergency Medical Services were notified. Tht! individual was taken from the
scene by ambulance. An officer took a medical report.
9'.28 p.m. A c;~llcr requested to
speak to an officer about an
incident outside Lovett Auditorium. An officer spoke to
the caller and took an information report.
11:27 p.m. An individual found
property in Racer Arena and
turned it in at Public Safety.

January22
1:24 a.m. A caller requested an
officer to check a person at

Regents
College
who
matched the description of a
suspect for whom the Murray
State Police were looking.
2:28p.m. A caller requested to
speak to an officer about possible damage to a vehicle in
the Springer College parking
lot. An officer spoke with the
caller and determined there
was no damage to the vehicle.
11:48 p.m. A caller reported a
medical emergency at James
H. Richmond College. Emergency medical services and
the Murray State Police were
notified, but the individual
was not taken via ambulance.
An officer took a report.

U p.m. A caller reported she may
have left her ceramic heater on.
Murray State Pollee were notified,
and, upon locating the heater in

2:37 p.m. A caller reported a

the Co~ 'f~' Pa~~lh
report~d

medical emergency at the
Murray State Federal Credit
· Union. Murray State Police

the

heater

6:15a.m. A caller requested an
officer to check a person outside of an apartment in College Courts. An officer
checked the area, but the person was gone.
4:48 p.m. A caller reported a
vehicle illegally parked in the
James H. Richmond College
parking lot. Officers were
notified and issued a parking
citation to the driver.
9:4S p.m. A caller reported a
dispute between two people
in Hester College. Officers
responded and took an information report.

January24

Janaary21

January21

January23

was

unplugged.

9:06 a.m. A manager at the
Hancock Biological Starion
reported two boat motors
missing. The Calloway Coun·
ty Sheriff's office wa~ notified,
' 11:17 a.m. An officer noticed a
· vehicle parked in the ' Public

Safety employee parking lot.
A wrecker service was notified. The vehicle was issued a
citation and towed.
3:30p.m. A caller reported her
vehicle had been hit while it
was parked in a University
lot. An officer took an
accident without injuries
report.

January26
12:19 a.m. A caller requested
than an officer check on a
group of people on the footbridge. An officer checked the
area, which appeared normal.
6:11 p.m. A caller from Lee
Clark College requested an
officer check a vehicle that
had been parked improperly
for an extended period. An
officer responded, and a verbal warning was given.
6:11 p.m. A caller from Carr
Health reported a medical
emergency. Murray State
police and an ambulance
responded. A medical report
was taken.

January2S
12:17 a.DL A caller requested
an officer check a person
standing in the hack of
Winslow Dining Hall. An officer spoke to the person and
determined everything was
OK.
4:48 a.m. Central Plant requested
entrance
into
Wrather Museum. Officers
were unable to open the
building.
l0:3S a.m. A caller reported a
vehicle parked with a door
left open in the Main Street
parking lot. Offic~h were'
~ . . ''f
notified.

Motorist assists - 0
Racer ~:scorts • 2
Arrests- 0

...

Assistant News Editor Austin
Ramsey compiles Police Beat
with materials provided by
Public Safety. Not all dispatcned calls are listed.
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Bookstore offers·account credit Across campus
Amanda Davenport
Staff writer
Begjnning this semester, the University
Store allows all students to charge textbooks
to their student accounts.
in addition, students are able to acquire
school supplies this way.
The University Sto.-e and the Bursar's
Office have been working together in order to
assist students through this process.
Anita Poynor, assistant director for Student
Services Accounting, said myGate has
enabled the changes.
"The University had wanted to allow (M\Irray State) students to charge books to their
student accounts for several years but were
unable to do this with our (previous) system,"
she said.
•
In the fall of 2010. the University Store

began charging books to student accounts as
a testing phase. During this phase, 25 percent
of textbook sales were purchased this way.
Mostly students with financial aid charged
their books, she said.
Poynor worked with the University Store
to implement the new practice.
"By allowing student book charges to be
added to their account, students can now use
their financial aid to cover the cost of their
books or, if aid is not available, they can
enroll in the University Paymept Plan,"
Poynor said.
Karol Hardison, director of the University
Store said 42 pe.-cent of students charged
books; the other 58 percent of students paid
by cash, check. declining balance o.- credit
card.
"We feel like this is a great service to our
students, allowing everyone to be able to

have their textbooks on the frrst day of class."
Hardison said.
Eventually the University Sto.-e will be able
to sell the books at the cashier counter. However, until the system is compliant with Banner, students will have to buy their textbooks
separately.
"Our biggest push toward using student
charges began with the rental program,"
Hardison said.
Casey Popp, junior from Cape Girardeau,
Mo., made use of the new program when purchasing her books this semester.
"Overall I think it's beneficial fo.- students ·
who Jive on a budget because they can pay off
their books through a payment plan," Popp
said. "It also encourages students to purchase
their books on campus." ,
Contact
Davenport
at
amanda.
davenport@murraystate.edu.

numbers, makes the ESL program at the
University the largest in the state.
He attributes the growth to the aid the
University has given ESL and to group students, or students who came to Murray
State from partnered universities through
various study abroad opportunities.
"in our program, we have two kinds of
students - degree-seeking students ... and
another half coming from our partner universities in Asia," he said. "We recruit from
those 'sending' universities because of our
Director of
partnerships with them."
Zou said there are 13 different universities ESL program
representing four countries sending stud~nts
to Murray State, while 10 nationalities are present in ESL ~lass
es.
Mark Galloway, associate director for international Student
Enrollment, said an unusually large number of group students
happened to be traveling to Murray State at the same time. Galloway thinks this will develop into a commonality, as the U.S. is
the preferred nation to visit for language emersion.
"These students are coming here to irD.prove their English in
an English-speaking atmosphere," he said.
Hwang is taking advantage ofher studies in America to brush
up on her English. She hopes to one day return to teach Korean.
"Fo.- a long time, l have wanted to go the USA. and I wanted to
go to a U.S. university because of the type of classes and the
teaching style," she said. "My major is Korean education. and r
want to be a teacher, so I'm interested in tt:aching style."
The growth in students prompted an increase in ESL faculty,
too. Several new hires and promotions were made for the start
of the spring semester.
Art Cripps. an adjunct ESL instructor, spent the last 12 years as
a design engineer frrst for Mattei, Inc. and then for Dana Holding Corp. Due to the impact the national recession had on those
companies, he became unemployed in August 2010.
"I came to Murray State to bwaden my horizons and have a
career change," he said. "They had a dramatic increase (in students) this semester, and it was fortunate for me because I needed a job. I've enjoyed it so far."
ESL Adviser and instructor Susan Garnett, who received the

ESLprogram
size sets new
school record
Austin Ramsey
Assistant News Editor
As the snow drifted down past the gables and windowpanes of
Woods Hall late Tuesday, one student remained in the increasingly darkening foyer of the building. Hunched over a lone piano
tucked away in a far comer, Yeban Hwang swung her arms
down on the keys and oscillated he.- hand movements back and
fofth, performing a soft melody.
"It means 'Prayer of Girl,'" she said, laughing and pointing at
the title wdtten in foreign characters.
Hwang, a level four student in the English as a Second Language (ESL) program at Murray State and member of a group
from the Catholic University ofDaegu in Gyeongsan City, South
Korea, is one of many language scholars making up the largest
ESL student body in University history.
The program, intended to help international students who do
not meet the Unive.-sity's minimum language proficiency qualifications, serves 259 students this semester, up from 180 this time
last year, according to Guangrning Zou, associate director of the
Institute for International Studies and director of ESL.
"We have so many students- 259, right now. This is the high. est we've ever had," he said. "This is very big for us."
Zou said the spike, seen most prominently in this semester's

OUtside dialing codes dvmp
Due to a hiP atnQUDt of misdialed 9llc:a1Js,·~
pus pbQnes wDl require tbt user to dialS.for an out·
side line and J..8 Cor long distance calls.
Beginning Feb. 4. dfaUDs 9 for outside lines ai:td
1-9 for l q dist.ante calls Will no lOng« be eft'ectlve.

For addkional infOtmation, comactthe TeleCommunications Office at 809-4400.

Ballrooms bi.Cunli naovated
Facilities Managemet¢nmovatedfbe·Cqrr:ts•CeJt.
ter ballrooms over w-amer 8rea'k. Met ~
~y layers of paint on ·the ballrQom'$ aeouatic

waDSi F3dlities·M&nagement reapplied a DI!W ~
ter and $POCilll acoustic~
,A new tl®r and chandelier •Jisbtinl· will• be
installed thi$ semester.

promotion to adviser two years ago at the start of the program's
student body increase, said there are some disadvantages to
growth occurring so rapidly in only a semester's time.
She said crowded classrooms with desks pushed closer together and smaller staff sizes make it slightly more difficult to
accommodate the growth. Considedng the age of Woods Hall,
where the program is housed, the staff is doing well, however.
"We have to make adjustments," Garnett said. "We just try to
get everybody in there the best that we can. It's a lot of students
for a classroom, but we handle it."
She added that student populations as large as this semester's
are close to what she would consider the building's maximum
capacity of space and technology.
All of the instructors agree that welcoming, teaching and making the students feel at home is as equal a challenge.
Sookhyeon An, a level five ESL student f.-om the Catholic University of Daegu, said coming to the U.S. only three weeks ago
was an exciting experience, but while she fmds the atmosphere
and people at Murray State to be friendly. she's still apprehensive about becoming too social during her one-month stay.
"I don't go around much, because I don't know where to go.''
she said. "My friend and I are a little bit scared, so we just stay
at our dormitory. I am a stranger here, and I can't speak English
well, so that feels a little scary."
Garnett said feelings like An's a.-e normal because culture
shock is a real thing, especially in the U.S. Different people react
in different ways.
For example, Hwang said she was excited and fascinated by
Murray State and the difference in culture when compared to
her home city of Daegu. Upon her arrival, she immediately
began attending the Murray Korean Church services in town.
She looks forward to playing the song she has been practicing
during Sunday's service.
Cripps said no matter how bad the culture shock, all ESL students have a tool to take home once they leave: English.
"If you think about it, the vast majority of people in the world
only speak one language; these students, on some degree.
already have some knowledge of English and are furthering their
degree of eoucation in English in order to better themselves,"
Cripps said. "By a wide majority, they're ahead of the rest of the
world because they speak two languages."
Contact Ramsey at aramseyS@murraystate.edu.
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Our View

Left in the dark
The staff editorial is the majority
opinion of the editorial board of
The Murray State News.
You may have heard the
sounds of fireworks when you
returned to campus. Afterall, it's
kind of a loud and surprising
noise.
After the 2009 ice storm, Facilities Management began tackling
the problem of an over-abundance
of starlings on campus. Unfortunately, the methods are surprising
more than just birds. Students are
typically caught unaware by the
sudden sounds which resemble
explosives and gunshots.
So why aren't the students notified? Murray State Police are alerted when Facilities Management
plans to start freaking out birds,
but where is our e-mail?
Over break, students received
e-mails detailing buildings that
would lack electricity. OK, great,

we will avoid those places. But
what about these startling noises?
Why don't students receive an
informative e-mail about those?
A . simple heads-up would be
greatly appreciated. No one wants
to be walking through the Quad in
the late afternoon and then wet
their pants because they hear
explosive sounds nearby.
How hard would it be to e-mail
out a vague schedule? The Murray
State Police received a number of
phone calls pertaining to the loud
sounds, calls which probably
could have been avoided had there
been an e-mail sent out to all Murray State accounts.
All we're asking is to be
informed.
This isn't something you're likely to see pop up on W!klleaks, but
students would be able to eliminate a little bit of stress from their
lives if they knew why there were
people with guns shooting off fireworks.

University credit,
good and bad
The staff editorial is the majority
opinion of the editorial board of
The Murray State News.
Spring semester marked the
beginning of more than just the
new year, it marked the beginning
of a new program at the campus
bookstore.
,S tudents can now charge the
expenses of textbooks and school
supplies to their University
accounts. Instead of waiting for
the next paycheck to arrive, students can grab the books when
they need them and foot the bill
later.
Before rushing out to fill your
obsessive need to have stacks of
notebooks at your disposal, con-

sider this: you will have to pay.
Just not right away. This is not a
buffet of books, paper and pencils
but an opportunity for students to
continue learning even when
funds are strained.
Students need to be mindful that
while they're able to easily obtain
necessary materials, they will also
have to pay and do so in a timely
manner.
Just as credit card bills can
climb, so can your University
account if you're not careful.
As a rule of thumb, you should
avoid charging anything to your
account unless absolutely necessary. That way, you'll avoid having
to pay the University large sums
of money when you should be
more concerned with acing exams.

lbat do ,. ail* ...
What do you think of the new
bookstore credit?
"It's a good idea. This probably helps
out a large number of students and
anything that helps the students in a
positive way is a good thing."

Brandon Pray • Paducah
sophomore
"It gives students more options when
paying for books, but it should still be
illegal to charge such exorbitant prices
(for books)."

.

Mike O'Neill • Paris, Tenn.
junior

'

"I mentioned this to a few friends last
semester when I almost had to empty
out my checking account to afford all
of my textbooks. It does seem like it
would be so convenient to have them
included in tuition."

St.eve Peake· Louisville, Ky.
sophomore
Derek Miller/The News

Cartoon by Madeline Bartley

Community Voice

Well, h~y there sports read~rs
ed, I had a sudden irresistible
urge to listen to some Ke$ha. I
pulled up my iTunes.
A week before two months
ago, you remember, when that
one guy was on Conan and that
dude was in the news, I bad
managed to fwd a download of
Ke$ha's new EP, which you
may remember me reviewing,
but probably not. It was pretty
solid, in a Ke$ba-y sort of way,
you know, herpes but for your
ears, and a little sexier.
Well, a few days after the new
moon, a miracle happened. I
listened to Ke$ha again and
managed to not contract any
STDs through her sex magic
and I decided to shave my kickawesome beard. When I was in
the bathroom, sweeping my
beard-trimmings, I dropped the
spork and found $5.
My guess is many of you are
completely baffled, sitting
there saying to yourselves,
"This commentary has nothing
to do with that column." You
shouldn't talk to yourselves out
loud. The mind~whispers are
the ones that only you can hear.
People are staring. Oh, and
also. I'm literally about make
an awesome point, so stick
around.
As I held that $5, I was completely overcome with emotion. I literally began to both
weep and laugh, sinking to my
knees and getting beard-hair all
over my pants. My p1ind was
overloaded. I started to think
about all the sex acts this $5
would buy me, from Ke$ha. I
could get her to do a Pink Sock,

It goes
without
saying:
I'm
a
writer. I
love reading, I love
writing, I
l o v e
words, I
even
love
Cody Arant
syllables,
Non-student from
the units
Barlow, Ky.
t h a t
words are composed of. Yet,
my love of writing took a drastic tum last week when I read
Drew Hursey's inanely titled
column "Well, Hey There Murray State," subtitled "When the
game ends."
To explain how this caine to
be in my life, I want to tell you
a quick story illustrating why
Hursey's column destroyed my
faith in the written word and
devoured approximately an
eighth of a sliver of my soul,
leaving me with a deadened
look about my eyes for an eter~
nity.
Before I begin, though, I need
to let you all know something
about myself. I'm an unabashed
Ke$ha fan, and I would let her
do horrible, dirty, vomit-inducing things to my body.
About three weeks ago, I was
sitting in my dark apartment
alone.
drinking
straight
whiskey out of a cheerful,
snowman-shaped cocoa mug
and crying into my heavy
beard, you know, an average
Tuesday at noon. As I took one
from Hamlet and contemplat-

to

maybe a Cleveland Steamer. Or,
if I played my cards right,
maybe I could even get a Tony
Danza.
I stood up and paced, trying
to compose myself. It was pretty difficult, because I was
caught up in pretty explicit fantasies.
Then, my girlfriend came in
and told me about Hursey's
column. I sat down and read
through it pretty quickly.
Like I said earlier, I love writing. I love every facet of written communication, but when
it comes down to it, what's the
point?
People come to Hursey's col~
umn to, ostensibly, read about
sports. Those people are fools.
That column doesn't contain
any. I know, because I read it,
several times.
Reading
that
column
revealed the true importance of
published works: if that can get
published as a sports column,
there's no point in writing,
because you're going to die
anyway, or something.
I presume many of you are
completely taken aback by me
writing this, and think that I
don't have the right to shove
my opinion down your throat
like this.
Well, I have as much right as
Hursey had in force-feeding
sports readers his religion.
Arguably more so, as this is the
opinion page, and I'm not being
paid to write about a certain
topic. I hope those of you who
disagree with me take this
chance to suck it, monkeys.

Write to usl
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The politics
of petulance
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ne ess
Last Friday, Keith
Olbermann,
host
of
M s NBc • s
Countdown,
de I i v e r c d
his unexp e c t e d
fa r e w e II
Nick Resid e
s pee c h.
News Editor
ending ~s
'\.. J . ' __~..Jol jh i Jfe:!Ye~,;t:•
run with the
program. Good riddance, Keith
Olbermann.
No, I'm not a Republican or
the least bit conservative. Many
of Olbermann's views match my
own. The reason I applaud his
departure is that he's not a journalist. He's a pundit: a professional opinion-holder. The former host sat comfortably in his
studio night after night and gave
his take on current events.
This is not journalism, and
this is not what America needs
or deserves.
Note that I'm not just targeting Olbermann; Bill O'Reilly,
Rachel Maddow, Scan Hannity,
Rush Limbaugh and the many
others are all in the same boat.
Whether liberal or conservative,
they're just on opposite sides of
the same coin.
Currently. both Olbermann
and MSNBC arc choosing their
words carefully regarding the
fallout.
The New York Times recently
reported that the relationship
between the two has been shaky
since Olbermann's suspension
last year, after he made dona-

J

Check it!
• The New! Facebook opinion forum:
Share your thoughts about articles,
current events or campus happenings.

By The Numbers is now
exclusively online at
thenews.org

What's your
favorite fairy
tale?
I

tions to several Democratic candidates prior to last year's election.
As a member of the press,
albeit a humble student-journalist, I applauded that decision as
well. As journalists, it's our
responsibility to keep up with
current events. and forming
educated decisions is a natural
consequence ofthis. But remainif-lg. 'fair and balanced' (as much
afflhJiA t<i d'Se thaUJhf/ls!;!1i{n'6j
challenge. .\.
·
There once was a time when
Americans turned to Edward R.
Murrow as their one source for
news. Now we have countless
talking heads, each giving his or
her different version of the
truth. Toda>' getting the facts
straight isn't as easy as tuning
into the evening news.
Unfortunately. the fact that
the product exists proves there
is a demand as well. The news
media is a business concerned
more with making money than
providing objectivity or quality
coverage. Ratings determine
cash flow. and we, the viewers,
consumers and public, determine the ratings. The proliferation and saturation of opinionated news is something we helped
create.
Thankfully, consumerism
works both ways. We can just as
easily end the media inanity by
changing the channel. As college
students, we're taught the
importance of critical thinking.
We are capable of deciding our
own opinions.
We don't need others to do
that for us.

KidS At Play

Two letters published in the
Jan. 21 edition of The Murray
State News seem to me to be
particularly out of place.
The letters. one a reactionary's creed against the right
to choose, and the other, a
whiny sop alleging hate crimes
against Christians. are not out
of place because they do
espouse such reactionary conservative politics (as I have no
doubt that a good number of
students and faculty at Murray
State share most views). What
seems out of place to me is that
neither of these letters come
from students or faculty at
Murray State.
lf the reactionary American
Right, with its obsessive fiXation on the private lives of the
public (so much for small government conservatism, ch?)
wants to make a case that might
resonate with Murray State
students, perhaps they should
enlist students with similar
views to make their case.
1 have no doubts that these
reactionaries would be able to
find someone supportive of
forced childbirth (there's
always the Murray Students for
Life crowd). And/or someone
supportive of denying a person
their civil right to marriage or
of non-discrimination based
solely on sexual orientation
(take your pick from one of the
number of fundamentalist
Christian organizations on
campus). This is in large part
thanks to the level of rightwing distraction and misinformation floatin.g around campus
about everythmg from the state
ofth~ economy to the ~ppare?t
growm~ threat of Shar_aa l~w 10

Interesting
point of view
(In response to a letter run in
The Murray State News on Jan.
21)

This is interesting. Despite
the non-sequiturs (the Christian Taliban to the left endorses
the Taliban) and the logical disconnects between depicting
homosexuality and assaulting
Christianity, the point that
most struck me was the idea
that just because you paid taxes
you are allowed to censor the
content of the museums which
that money funds. Interesting
take on the issue.
Also, I'd be more worried
about a $700 billion defense
budget, when it comes to
"underfunded" schools, than a
$650 million cultural installment, which itself benefits education. That's just me. though.

..
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Patrick Grote,
thenews.org

seem to be adverusmg a lecture
of some sort).
Fundamentally, the politics
of peeking into one's bedroom
and up one's skirt are the poli-

]een to - Taco Bell and

Cheers to - Au Cop, a
comic
that
came from the
imagination of
a 5-year-old IDd
his older brother. Pure epic in
comic form. Kids these
days, they're awesome.

their
..beer'.
~ Maybe we should
start calli.Jlg it
S.P..A.B.
(Some

Parts are Beef).
Eh? Eh?
with me?

Who•s

cheers CIJee.rw
~:;{~ ; ~n!;~·: ~

the

Union

to _ EDdhiran,

•

a d d r ess .

expensive
movie with
robots and
violence.

•
IMrt
JVV1 v

Made some
good points
and
some
cute jokes.

Jeers to .., censorins the

Cbeers to - Hubble Space
T elescope capturing imagery of possibly the oldest
galaxy
to
be
observed by man to
date. Sweet action!

cover of the magazine with Elton
John. his partner
and their child.
Grow up and realize closing your
eyes doesn't make
things disappear.
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Fairy tale ever after
You might
say I was raised
by hobbits. I
recall
falling
asleep, or pretending to do so,
to the sound of
my parents read______....., ing me chapters

Casey Bradley outloud from J. R
Tolkien's novel
"The Hobbit!'
From there I sought out C. S.
lewis, Grimm's fairy tales and a
slew of fantasy and fables to feed
my insatiable appetite for fantasy.
(Thanks mom and dad, you definitely ruined my chances at popularity from an early age.)
With a steady diet of fairy tales,
myths and fables (basically any
form of fantastical fiction), Disney's
fairy tale-themed movies easily
found their way into my heart. You
know that website devoted to collecting points by purchasing Disney
movies? Yeah, that's right, I'm a
member. If you ask nicely, maybe
I'll show you the cool prizes I have.
After reading an ar ticle from
National Public Radio, I have fairy
tales around every turn in my
thoughts. There is apparently a con~
cern that Disney will be dumping
the animated fairy tales. Really, they
just have none planned at the time.
This has put people up in arms.
What will they raise their children
on? Where will they they find their
next fairy princess fix?
Here's an idea: have you tried
reading?
Years ago I discovered comics
(yet another bump in any possible
popularity in high school). Shortly
after that, I found "Fables." It
encompassed two of my favorite
things: illustration and fairy tales.
Even better, it threw fable and fairy
tale characters into the modern
world, c rammed together in an
apartment building.
t
,
Snow White wasn't managing
househould chores, but a community. Cinderalla wasn't dreaming of an
escape, but acting as a secret agent.
And the Big Bad Wolf became an
enforcer of the law. Can you say 1
epic?
'
Some loathe fairy tale princesses
because they are delicate girls waiting around for their prince. ••Fables"
uprooted those same ladies from '
their happily ever after and threw .
them out of their homes, battered
by war and deceived by Prince
Charming.
Concerned about your daughter
growing up without a fairy tale
princess as a role model?
Disney isn't the only provider of
fairy tale illustrations. Instead of
setting kids down in front of the
television, pull out a book. Comics
are visually stimulating and they
exercise your ability to read.
Instead of freaking out about the
loss of a staple (really, it's not a loss
because there are still the classic
fairy tale movies. They aren't going
anywhere), find an alternative.
Fairy tales and fables have survived longer in print than they have
in film and that's not changing anytime soon. Promise.
Opinion Editor

Contact Bradley at
bradley@murraystate.edu.

by Alex Lane
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Devin Griggs,
sophomore from Benton. Ky.

tho,Urntrt.S~tes whlc~mter,
estmgl( enough, the M~tray
State College . ~epubhcans

Ne.w.s -tl>V\ j'h+- .;.,..or-1
Murro.y 1 KY. A 5er,·es
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tics of distraction and diversion.
These are not productive
politics that give jobs to the
unemployed, houses to the
homeless, food to the hungry
and clothes to the bare. These
are the politics that allow powerful special interests to clean
out the Treasury and fit us with
the bill.
These are the politics of
petulance, parasitism and plutocracy that divide voters not
for the benefit of anyone but
the men and women atop the
economic pyramid, the "Masters of the Universe" who get
richer while the middle class
loses ground and the poor get
even poorer.
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Just a Bit Outside

The path less traveled

~

Life is all about
choices. Big or small,
sooner or later, the
paths we choose will
begin to shape who
we are and what we
do. In my life, rve had
quite a few choices to
make and looking -----,G~r-eg
___
back rm beginning to
ur. dd II
wonder bow wise
na e
some of those have
Sports Editor
been.
Sitting in my dorm room the spring of
my sophomore year I found myself faced
with quite the dilemma. Having just
declared a journalism major the previous
fall, my minor was proving a little harder
to nail down. A graphics communication
management class I bad totally turned
me off of that trail. At that point, I was
still really worried about my future, so I
stressE:d out a little bit.
Luckily for me that is also when I had
my ah-ha moment. I'd like to tell you the
clouds parted, a beam of light shown
down f.rom heaven and Morgan Freeman's voice (that's what I like to imagine
God sounds like) boomed forth. from tbe
darkness to proclaim that I was to
become a coach, but the real reason is
not nearly as cool or story book·esque.
Truth be told, I tried to ftnd the easiest
minor and after weighing my options
that's what I settled on - athletic coaching it was.
Because I can be OCD about some
things, from that moment the main thing
on my mind was bow to get from point A
to point B. I knew there would be numerous stops in my career before I arrived in
the NFL but I was hoping to skip as many
as possible and cruise on easy street
sooner rather than later. As l would soon
fmd o'ut, though, the hardest part was
right in front of me... getting started.
I'll admit it, maybe I was a bit too
selective for my own good in the beginning or maybe I was just arrogant, but I
honestly felt like I had to fmd the perfect
opportunity to begin my career. I was a
.:,;..!dreamer but I knew I was going to make
it big, and all I needed was to find a
springboard and I'd be off.
Fast forward nearly two years and 1
was still waiting. Openings popped up
here and there but that big moment had
yet to present itself. Then it happened.
After traveling to Nashville for a New
Year's conference with my campus ministry, I was pacing the sidelines of a flag
football tournament after my team had
just gotten knocked out when a friend of
mine approached me with an opportunity. It wasn't quite the way l expected it
to happen, but fate had chosen that day
to be mine, so who was I to argue? My
first experience would be something I
had never anticipated - coaching an
independent girl's flag football team.
The only problem: 1 had to coach my
first game in less than 30 minutes. After
assembling a coaching staff (defensive
coordinator - Brandon Oliver; special
teams coordinator - Brandon DeRousse;
quarterbacks coach - Drew Hursey; and
defensive backs coach - Chris Rhodes),
my offensive coordinator Cody Farthing
and 1 sat down to try and teach the
option to seven girls who had little to no
experience with football. It ended about
as well as you would expect. After failing
for about 10 minutes we scrapped it and
determined that giving the ball to our
best player, Anna Jimenez, on every possession was our best option. Run or pass,
the ball would be going her way.
An hour and a half later it was all over.
In a perfect world we'd have won both
games, ['d have called some brilliant
plays and we would have scored on a last
second touchdown to give us a victory,
but the world we live in isn't perfect and
none of those things happened. The girls
played hard and the coaches did as much
as they could, but we just ran out of time.
That said, I'd like to announce my
retirement from coaching with my
career ending that day on an icy field in
Nashville and a 0-2 record. I don't want
to rule out a return to the game as [
might pull a Brett Favre and bring the
clipboard back out, but for now I've had
enough. Thanks girls for all the good
memories and Lauren, for the record,
you don't have to snap the ball from off
the cone.

1

Contact WaddeU at gregory.waddell@
murraystate.edu.
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The Great Outdoors
Cabin fever
How bad is
your cabin fever?
Is it bad enough
to stand on the
bank in below
freezing temperatures just to get a
line wet?
If your answer is
'yes,' a sauger trip
Steve
may be just what
Miller
the
doctor
ordered. You see, Outdoor columnist
saugers do not care how low the temperature is. They have to eat no matter
how cold it is.
Saugcrs are early spawners, and right
now they are bulking up for the spawning season. They are apt to eat whatever
comes in front of them to facilitate the
egg-producing process. While other
species are hibernating, the sauger is
hunting.
This is a good thing for the diehard
anglers because, come February, we
really do not care what is on the other
end of the line, as long as it is tugging
and fighting.
The best spots for sauger fishing this
time of year are the Lake Barkley and
Kentucky Lake tailwaters. The saugers
position themselves downstream of the
darn, get behind something to rest in the
current and wait for the current to carry
an endless buffet of prey past them.
Because these fish are usually behind
a rock, log or other piece of debris, they
relate to the bottom. Therefore, it is
important your lure makes contact with
the bottom. Lead roundball jigs tipped
with minnows or grubs are a popular
choice for this time of year.
Depending on the swiftness of the
current, you may have to use a jig up to
l·ouncc, but try to keep it as light as
needed to maintain contact with the
bottom. Too heavy of a jig will kill the
natural action of your lure in lighter current.
Color choice is not too complicated.
Jigs in lime green, chartreuse and
orange tipped with the same color grubs
or live minnows are the standard. Bright
colors will show up better in the turbid
waters below the dam.
Whether you are fishing from the boat
or the bank, the strategy is pretty much
the same. Start your efforts in shallow
water because these fish are usually
more active than those in deeper water.
Gradually move deeper until you find
the depth the fish are holding at. It is
important to keep moving. You have to
trust that if you are not catching fish. it
is because you are fishing the wrong
depth.
Locating the schools of fiSh is the
biggest challenge, but once you do, the
action can be intense. It is not uncommon to catch 40 or 50 fish from a single
spot. It is a game of feast or famine.
Either track down the fish and lose
count of the ones you have caught or be
unable to find them and not get a single
bite.
If you do pinpoint them, be sure to
keep a few for table fare. just like their
walleye cousins, the saugers have flaky
white flesh that make for a delicious
meal.
At the end of the trip, you may be cold
and hungry, but a hearty fish dinner
later that day will work wonders. And,
most importantly, you relieved a little
cabin fever.
Target ranse renovation complete
Land Between the Lakes completed
its construction of the new firearm and
archery target ranges at Golden Pond.
The new range includes a 175-yard rifle
range containing six shooting benches, a
50·yard pistol range containing four
shooting benches, an archery practice
range and a field archery range trail.
Improvements were made possible
through a National Rifle Association
grant and donations from individuals
and businesses through the Friends of
LBL program.
The publicly accessible target range is
open from dawn to dusk where openings are distributed on a first-comefirst-served basis with capability for
multiple shooters.
Archery season ends on hish note
According to the Kentucky Department of Fish and Wildlife Resources,
archers harvested a record 2,683 deer
from )an. 1 to Jan. 17. This boosted the
total harvest by archery hunters to
16.636 deer for the season - another
record.
These numbers are more proof that
Kentucky is becoming a premiere destination for archery hunters. Kentucky is
approaching the numbers to rival famed
destinations of Iowa and Ulinois.
Contact MiJler ar steve.miJler@
murraystate.cdu.
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Racers prepare for life on the road
Kyra Ledbetter
Staff writer

Sophomore guard Tessa Elkins brinqs the ball up the court

After splitting last weekend's conference matchups against Eastern lllinois
and Southeast Missouri State, even
Head Coach Rob Cross said his opti·
mism has frayed.
During his weekly press conference,
Cross talked about the team's Thursday
win against EIU with wa.ning cnthusi~
asm.
"This week we showed the inconsistency we've showed all season," Cross
said. "Probably the best performance
without question (was) against Eastern
Ulinois on Thursday night. (We) played
outstanding offensively and defensively
and also rebounded very well. It was
about as complete a game as we can
play."
With his comments on the recent win
colored by the team's inconsistency and
an incomplete game, the team's loss
resounded with all the frustration of the
first half of the conference season.
"'And then we came out Saturday and
offensively just had no energy at all,"
Cross said. "We played hard on the
defensive end, but offensively we just
looked like we were running in slow
motion. No screens (were) set. Nobody
was attacking, which led to a lack of free
throw attempts for us, which was very
disappointing because it was a team we
felt like we could really get to the free
throw line and take advantage of. Then
we got dominated on the boards. The
effort was not there."
Saturday the Racers host UT-Martin,
taking on the Skyhawks for the second
time this season. Last month UT-Martin

was responsible for one of the Racer's
Winter Break losses, going 78-89 with
the already flagging Murray State.
"I'm disappointed that we allowed a
team to hit 14 threes," Cross said.
·we've got to do a better job of contesting shots. You have to give some credit
to the kids from Martin. They shot it
lights out and some of those were tough
contested shots, but we've got to pay
attention to detail a little better defensively."
At this point in the season, the team's
most recent problem has not b~:en with
defense, but rather with aggressive
offensive play.
This change on the scale:> of Murray
State's play may be what the team needs
to slide past UT-Martin in their second
meeting.
However, Cross' second goal for the
remainder of play over the break went
unmet, making a win far from sure.
"One thing we have to do is we have
to be positive going into the holidays
and coming out of the break we need to
build on our performance," Cross said.
"We need to get better as a team and as
individuals every game."
UT-Martin,l3-8 as of press time, goes
into its match against the Racers riding
on the confidence of a three-game winning streak .
With their inconsistent game carried
into the second half of the season, it
could take more than a win to return the
Racers to the positivity they had more
than a month ago and end their rut in
time to regain hope for the OVC Championship.
Contact Ledbetter at kyra.lt:'dbetrer@
murraystate.edu.
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Sophomore ouard Mariah Robinson prepares to make a move.
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Men's Basketball

Fans Qet excited duri119 the Racers big win against SEMO on Saturday at the CFSB Center.

Senior guard lsacc Miles fights over a loose ball with a SEMO defender while junior Jewaun long (33) watches on.

Racers start to hit form
Sophie McDonald
Staff writer
The buzzing of the clock indicated the
end of the men's basketball team's 96-58
victory against Southeast Missouri State
Jan. 22, but hopefttlly signaled the beginning of a consistent growth pattern for the
team as they prepare to take on UT·Martin
Saturday at the CFSB Center.
"We've got a big stretch of games coming up in the next couple weeks, four out
of five on the road," said Head Coach Billy
Kennedy. "This is a time that's going to
truly test l)Ur team and let us know what
we're all about and what kind of shape
we'll be in for conference play in the next
few weeks, so we look forward to it."
Kennedy said he hoped the game, in
which Murray State forced 23 turnovers,
flipped the players' switches enabling ro
play like champions.
"I thought we played with a little more
urgency, we were attacking on both ends,"
he said. "I thought in that particular game
(the team) understood the importance of
what we were playing for."
Kennedy said the back·to-back home
losses against Austin Peay and Eastern Illinois, coupled with the challenge from the
displeased coaching staff, hit home with
the players.
"We lost two home games, we weren't
representing ourselves in the fashion that
we want to represent ourselves as conference champions, as being a preseason
favorite," he said. MWe'vc got to embrace
all that and accept it, and I think sometimes our guys just want to show up."
In order for the Racers to avoid 'just
showing up' on Saturday's game against
UT-Martin, Kennedy said the seniors need

to step up their play in upcoming games.
"Good leadership influences the other
players," he said. "Our seniors do a good
joh getting themst>lvcs ready to play, (but)
they need to do a better job of being on the
same page as me and trying to get the
other guys to step up. They've only got
-about a month left in the season, so I've
been telling tlterrr'it's-time for them tu riseup and, if they want to gn further than that,
to step up."
Stt·pping up and striving fur consistency
is the goal, he said.
"We've got to get better," Kennedy said.
"The inconsistency of this team and the
lack of urgency and leadership at times has
kept us from being as guuu ns we.· can be,"
The Racers have a chance to play with
champion-like consistency again Saturday
against UT-Martin, and Kennedy said the
Skyhawks are playing well.
The Skyhnwks have wun their last four
games, including thrt·e straight OVC victories dating back to Jan. 15.
Kl•nncdy's eyes arc on Terrance Smith,
UT·Martin's 6-foot-3 freshman guard.
"I reall}' like his l'nl•rgy and hi~ effort un
the defensive end, and I think their fresh·
men arc playing much better than they
played early on in the year," he said.
After Murra}· State faces Smith and the
Skyhawks Saturday, the tt•am hits the road
for :l three-game road trip beginning
Thursday against the Tennessee State
Tigers in Nashville.
The Racers are 4-1 on the road in con·
fercnce play and arc looking to better that
record. However, Tennessee State is 5-0 at
home in OVC play nnd has not lost a home
game since Nov. 29.
Cont:u:t McD(InalJ .1t smcdonald3iin
murrttystatc.cdu.

UPSET, From lB
We had a couple of big defensive stops and forced them into
some shots they probably didn't want to take."
Up just one with the game coming to a close, Martin ft,und
himself at the line with 13 scctlnds to go, facing a 1-and-l, to
potentially put the nail in the coffin. After missing the front
end, Alpha Sigma Phi got a chance to pull ahead but the shot
fell just short. After in-bounding the ball Martin got one more
shot to play the hero and would not miss in his second try.

Join the Jasmine Crew
Think you're a good server
or restaurant manager?
If so, fill out an
application at
Jasmine Murray KY
Day shift servers.
Restaurant Manager.
270.761. THAI

Photo<; hy Rid Burresf/he NPWI

Sophomore guard Isaiah Canaan goes airborne to put up a shot against the Redhawks.

Taking advantage (){ the foul, Martin netted two free throws
with six seconds left to push the score to 42-39. On the ensuing
play, a Hoard thn:e-pointer fell short at the bu1.zcr.
Martin crcditl•d Alpha Sigma Phi for its play in the game and
noted the special performance of Board.
"Adam Board is obvious I)' one of the toughest guys in the fraternity division to guard," Martin said. "He played really well,
wt•nt otT anJ was definitely tough to contain. Fortunately we
were ahlc tn keep his penetration down a little bit and when he
was able tu dish out we had guys on the perimeter there to stop
his second and third options,"
Dowell, graduate student from Louisville, agreed with his

Sigma Chi brother nnd expressed hls excitement over the victory.
"It feels great," Dowell said. "(The) first game out is always
difficult but the way we came out to play and never gave up
feels really good."
Sigma Chi was led in scoring by junior Anthony Kelley with
nine points, while senior Adam Perry tossed in eight and Dowell notched six. Martin also added eight points in the win. On
the other side of the court Alpha Sigma Phi was paced by
13uard's 17 points, while jordan Coomes chipped in LO.
Contact Waddellnt grc:gory.waddcll@murraystatc.cdu and
Carstens at ccarstem:3@murraystatc.<.•Ju.
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Tennis

Junior Cassidy Cunitz prepares to return a serve during a match last season. Cunltz Is expected to help lead the team this season.

Back in the
swing of things
Season set to kick off
Will Cartwright
Staff writer
The women's tennis team swrts its se:t·
son today ~tgainst the University of
Louisville Cardinals. The match is at the
Kt•n lakc Resort in Aurora, Ky.
II is th(• first of 10 non-conference
matches before the R:.tccrs begin OVC
play on March 10. The team will be led by
soph(1more Ashley Canty, junior Cassidy
Cunitz and senior Alexis Webb.
The University of Louisville is a mem·
ber of the Hig Enst confcrcnCl', hut many
,,f the Racers have prcviouslr played

against Cardinal team members because
hoth tcnms recruit from the Southeast.
On m:my occasions players compete
against one another in summer tourn.t·
ments.
"Our players hnvc playt•d thl'i r top
players bl'fore," said Head <~oach Connie
Keasling. "Their familiarity will help
them uut tremendously. It's hard to gaup:e
how to handle the first match of the Sl.'a·
son."
T he match will be held indoors due to
the culd elements of wt•stern Kentucky
for this time of year.
Kl•asling said playing indoors :tdds a
different wrinkle. Some of the Racers
have had some experic.•ncc playing
indoors because of where they grew up
playing tennis.
''Over half of the team does not have
indoor tennis courts where they live,"
Keasling said. "Roth Cassidy Cunitz from
Michigan and Carla Suga from Toronto
have some indoor experience."
There will be six singles matches followed by three doubles matches. The

Senior Alexis Webb will be a key contributor to the team this season.

doubles teams have been set since fall
practice. Cunitz and Canty will play
together as will Webb and senior Lindsey
Wiseman. The third doubles team will
encompass freshmen T :tylor Vick and
Carla Suga.
With this m:my non-conference match·
es un the schedule Keasling s<~id she is
looking for players to j(lckcy for position
bt'l'ore OVC play starls. She wants to try
and get playing time for the athletes,
espt·cially for the four freshmen on the
tenm.
"l'rn goi ng to try and play as many people as possible these first 10 non-confer·
ence matches," Keasling said. "I want to
try nnd get somt: cxpcrit•ncc for every·
one."
The team pla}'S today from 10 a.m. to
3 p.m. at Kcnlakl' Resort at the indoor
tennis comp!t•x.
The next match is Feb. 5 wht•n the Racers tra\'el to Lexingtlln to take on the
Wildcats uf the University of Kl·ntucky.

ConttJCt Cartwri~lrt at
c.'lrtl''right!:@murraJ•state.c.•drl.
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Senior Lindsay Wiseman looks to make an impact in her second year as a Racer.
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Jeff Shively, sophomore from San Dieqo, Calif., competes In friday's Super Smash Bros. Brawl tournament In the Curris Center. Shively said his favorite SSBB character to use Is Kirby.

Students brawl for tournament title
Charlotte Kyle
Features Editor
In one corner, weighing in at 68 units, the fierce Jigglypuff.
His competitor, weighing in at 79 units and looking for a fight,
Meta Knight.
Moments after the match starts the sounds of the competition begin to take over. There isn't a roar of a crowd as they
cheer on their favorite fighter, but rather a familiar clickcty
clack as buttons are pushed strategically and frantically. This
is for all of the marbles and bragging rights.
Hosted by the Christ Ambassadors, 26 garners braved the
snow Friday to compete in a Super Smash Bros. Brawl tournament in the Curris Center. Five TVs were set up with Wii
consoles. Players brought their own controllers along with
their desire to destroy.
Super Smash Bros. Brawl is the third installment in the
Super Smash Bros. series of Nintendo games. The fighting
series features characters from various games, ranging from
Mario to Link and Pikachu to Captain Falcon.
Cody Adams, junior from Vienna, Ill., and Kyle Brockman, junior
from Paducah, organized Friday's
event. Adams took home the champion title in the double-elimination
bracket tournament.
Adams said he previously competed in about 60 Smash Bros.-related tournaments since 2005. His interest started with a small local tournabefore he eventually began

traveling out of state. Of the 60, Adams said about 20 have
been out of state and five or six have been national tournaments.
His character of choice? Meta Knight
"He's rated the best character in the game right now.'' he
said. "It's kind of lame, (out) I started out using Kirt>y and I
got tired of losing to Meta Knight so I started using (him)."
There is talk on the national level, however, of banning use
of the character in competitions.
...lllere's 26 characters," Adams said. "At national tournaments about 40 percent C1>f the competitors) use Meta
Knight."
Adams said he is prepared to return to Kirby if this happens.
With tournament rules, players can use any character they
want and can switch between matches. Adams said it's
important to learn the characters to decide who you want to
usc.
"The most important thing is to learn all your characters'
options aml the second Cmost important thing) is to learn
what to J.o against each character you might fight against," he
said. ''Once you get that down you have to try to predict what
your opponent is going to do and then it bl.!comes a mind
game."
Adams said it is important to be good with multiple characters and said many players learn the game's details by reading online forums or watching professional videos.
In typical game play items arc dropped from the sky. The
62 items include grenades, a baseball bat, a hammer and a ray
gun. Tournament rules have items turned off in an attempt at
fairness.

them are
really
good
if you get (them) you can kill the person in
one blow. That can give an unfair advantage (to
one person) if they get one of the good items."
Stages - the areas in which the battle takes place - are often
banned. Reasons for this, according to the SmashWiki,
include "unfair advantage for certain characters" and "having
a significant amount of slowdown during a match."
The stages used typically have flat terrains and no sidescrolling or random interference from the stage such as Pokemoo attacks in Spear Pillar or falling materials in Flat Zone 2.
Adams said he hopes to do more on-campus tournaments
in the future. In the past there was an official Super Smash
Federation club. While they did not renew the club this year,
the group is still active on Facebook in the group Super
Smash Federation. The group posts about upcoming tournaments and other Smash-related events.
"We'd like to start having a regular group that we can play
with so we can have tournaments more frequently," Adams
said. "We know there's a lot of interest for the game on campus so we're just trying to get everyone together."
Contact Kyle at charlotte.kyle@murraystate.edu.

Photos courtesy of smashbros.com

Workshop
teaches
audition
process
Anna Taylor
Staff writer
An audition is not a contest.
This was the main topic at the "A Midsummer Night's Dream" audition workshop
Wednesday.
Director Robert Valentine's audition
workshop in the Robert E. Johnson Theatre
green room was intended for students and
community members with little to no experience in auditioning for theater.
The 60-minute workshop taught students
about the audition process and included an
example audition and advice for aspiring
actors.
"Our objective is to ftnd people who are
going to work together in an ensemble in this
cast to produce a terrific production of
Shakespeare's 'A Midsummer Night's

Dert.>k MiiiPr/ Tht.> News

Rachel Sweeney, junior from Evansville, Ind., displays an appropriate outfit for an audition.
Dream,"' Valentine said. "It is not to pick the
best actors and actresses."
Thl.! staff completing the audition team is
the director (Valentine), stage manager
(Elisabeth Ribar, senior from Louisville, Ky.,)
and two assistant stage managers (Rachel
Sweeney, junior from Evansville, Ind., and
Erica Jameson, sophomore from Morgantown. Ky.).
However. it is the director who has the
responsibility of casting.
Sweeney presented everyone with a 50·
second monologue from Shakespeare's

"Hamlet" to show what an audition looks
like.
She walked into the room, presented her
name and then told what she was going to
recite. After her presentation, Valentine discussed what was good about her audition.
"From our standpoint that is pretty good,"
Valentine said. "It is fully memori:zed, it is
from Shakespeare. we got to hear the actress'
voice, we got to sec her use her body in support of the performance, so that's great."
Valentine also noted Sweeney's business
:Itt ire and asked her to explain why she chose

to dress the way she did.
"I wanted to look professional because I
did not want to wear something that is (inappropriate)," Sweeney said.
Suggested dress options include nice
slacks and a button-up shirt.
William Huddleston, freshman from Portland, Tenn., heard about the workshop from
a campus flier.
"I didn't know where the sign-up sheet was
and I think the professional dress thing was
something that I didn't consider (before),"
Huddleston said.
Huddleston will audition for his first Murray State theatrical production next week.
Valentine is looking specifically at how the
actor uses voice and body. His advice for
those auditioning is to have fun.
"If the actor has fun, the audience is going
to have fun," be said. "Good, bad or different,
no matter what they play, the audience
knows when somebody is having fun."
At the end of the workshop, Valentine
shared what he hoped people benefited from
coming to it.
"I hope that the students that are going to
audition now feel less threatened about the
audition process, they are more likely to participate with the right frame of mind with the
right attitude,,. he said.
Auditions for the Shakespeare production
are from 6 - 8 p.m. Monday and Tuesday in
Wilson Hall room 3108. Sign-ups for audition
times are available on the bulletin board in
the Robert E. Johnson Theatre until Monday.
Students are advised to bring a prepared
monologue from a Shakespeare play along
with their class and work schedules. The
final cast list will be posted on the bulletin
board on Feb. 4 at the latest.
Contact
Taylor
at
ataylor2@
murraystate.edu.
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Astudent uses the new salad bar's tonos to put some cheese on his salad in Winslow DlnlnQ Hall. The salad bar's new location has Increased salad consumption, said Tim Bruce, department chef manaQer.

New salad bar promotes healthy, convenient choices
Jamie Booth
Staff writer
Everyone knows fruits and veggies are an
important part of a student's daily diet. Dining Services is striving to make these healthy
foods a more convenient choicl.! in Winslow
Dining Hall with a new salad bar and several
other changes.
The salad bar, which was located next to
the daily fare line last semester, has been
moved to a new location for increased access
and efficiency. Other changes include new
lighting <Jnd a more organized breakfast foods
area, said Tim Bruce, department chef manager.
Bruce, the mastermind behind the changes,
said the main problem with the old salad bar's
location was congestion, which led to confusion and cutting in line during busy times.
They hope the ch.ange makes salad and
fresh vegetables a more convenient option.
"The salad bar was in a very problematic
location," he said. "We want to make sure
those healthier options on the salad bar are
available to everyone. Salad sales for the first
couple of weeks of school have already gone
up. People arc definitely eating more salad."
Another advantage of the move Is the extra
amount of cold well space open in the old
salad bar area. Bruce said.

This makes ytlgurt, fruit and breakfast topstart making as many fresh, homt•made foods
pings available all day. The contents of one
as possible."
empty well space is still under discussion.
Richard Frit1~ director of Dining Services,
also mentioned the new metal pans holding
"The empty well wt· have right now is open
for possibly a 'Buill.! Your Own' nacho or
the salad, which will keep food colder and be
more convenient than the plastic ones. He said
baked potato bar that we will be serving more
often,"
he said.
Winslow has changed to
"There is also the "It doesn't do us any good to build an fresh ground beef patties
potential of letting
instead of the frozen
environment around what we want; it hamburgers Winslow
nutrition students
that work for us disdoes more good to build an environ- formerly served.
play different types
Fortunately. for stument around what customers want." dents these changes
of diets availablt• to
came at no direct cost to
students.
- Richard Fritz
meal plans or tuition,
"If someone wantDirector of Dining Services
ed to change their
Fritz said.
diet, the display
"We build a certain
amount of (money) into our budget each year
could help them experience different styles
and they could figure out what would be best
called a reserve or a surplus to function
for them. This will require a lot of work, but
equipment that fails, falls ~tpart or gets too
we're taking baby steps to get there."
old," he said. "Most of the stuff we're doing
Students and customers are not the only
now is being done very inexpensively by
ones benefitting from the changes, Bruce said.
internal resources here at the campus. EquipThere have been significant changes behind
ment is being purchased with dollars that
the scenes as well.
have been set aside for that purpose.
"Changes up frunt ultimately lead to
"We're very conscious of the cost of our
meal plans in comparison to what our cuschanges in the back of the house and affect
the dynamic of tht• prep space," he said. "We
tomers st~e as a threshold. We know that
everything costs and we watch those costs as
have taken out a wall in the back that has
carefully as we possibly can."
expanded the size (of the) bakery, which
brings the bakery progress along. We hope to
Fritz said they hope these changes will

please diners who frequent the hall.
"We are continuing to update and add and
change services that will better benefit the
customers," he said. "It doesn't do us any
good to build an environment around what
we want; it does more good to build an environment around what customers want. We
would really like to sec our program continue
to be customer-friendly:·
One satisfied customer is Jennifer Marks.
sophomore from Madhonvillc. Ky.. who frc·
quents the dining hall.
She said the new lucation of the salad bar is
a definite advantage.
"I really like (the new salad bar) because
it's over by itself," she said. "It makes things
much more convenient. It's not all crowded
with a bunch of people and mixed in with the
other lines. Also, the way it's set up is really
neat."
Marks. an avid salad cater, said the new bar
makes eating salad easier and tastier than
before. She also mentioned the cleanliness of
the new setup compared to the previous salad
bar.
"I really like the new toppings," she said.
"They have more a variety this semester..
Also, the new dressings are delicious; much
better than the otd ones. "

Contact
Booth
murraystate.edu.
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CD Review
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Artist shows promise, lacks distinction
Features Editor Charlotte Kyle
writes the CD reviews.

There are only so many times I
can yammer on and on about my
love for singer/ songwriters and
boys with acoustic guitars.
At some point it becomes redundant. Anyone talking to me can't tell
if I'm talking about John Mayer or
Tyler Hilton; Jack Johnson or Jason
Mraz. It seems impossible to differentiate between artists and songs.
Unfortunately, Bryan Greenberg's latest album, "We Don't
Have Forever," suffers from that
problem.
It starts out solid enough with
"You Can Run" featuring Kid Cudi.
It's got a nice beat and Greenberg's "How to Make it in America"
co-star Cudi's vocals add a nice flavor to it you wouldn't expect on a
track from a cute Jewish boy from
the midwest.
"You Can Run" transitions nicely
into "Walk Away,'' with Greenberg
slowing down his pace a bit. He has
a nice pattern of wordplay on the
chorus, and his husky vocals successfully vibe with the somber
lyrics.
The problem arrives with the
next three tracks. They start to
sound too similar with nothing to
differentiate them from the song
before.
They have their good moments,
of course. The lyrics are all solid,
with "Something in the Way" taking
the listener through a relationship,
from the good to the bad.
"One Too Many" has one of my
favorite lines on the album:
"Sometimes it's harder to pull the
trigger than to be the one who gets
shot," he laments. "It's gonna hurt
breaking your heart."
You feel bad for the guy, but the
lack of diversity in tracks causes
them to just sort of mush together.
It makes for great background
music but nothing really jumps out
until later on in the album.
In fact, it's when Greenberg
brings his spitfire personality to the
tracks that they really pop.
"No Kinda Friend" has a genuine
anger and annoyance about it that
really lends itself to his bluesy
vocals.
"All this drama all around you I
it's always got to be about you," he

The Revolutionary War
1

I
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Photo court~y of iTunes

On 'We Don't Have Forever,' sinQer/sonQWriter Bryan GreenberQ shines briQhtest when varyinQ his style from the norm.
croons and. despite not knowing
Greenberg, I start to feel guilty for
getting on his nerves with my
drama.
Longtime fans of Greenberg's
acting gigs will recognize "Sorta
Have a Girlfriend" from his HBO
series "Unscripted." The song,
available for purchase for the first
time since its premiere in 2005, has
a real and raw energy to it.
"I sorta have a girlfriend I it sorta
kinda depends on who's asking me."
Be's cheeky about it, prqgressing _
from a flirt in a bar to a &4Y who is
legitimately concerned about
whether or not his girl is going
around behind his back.
Greenberg's previous tunes had a

more laid-back vibe t() it overall, so
"We Don't Have Forever" is nice in
that it shows growth and change for
the young artist.
In a way, he evolved from chilled
out coffee lounge music to the sort
of music you'd hear in a sort-ofskcevy dive bar. It's gritty, honest
and can be either background music
or something to drink to.
The album closes on a great note
with "Only Us," a quiet and truly
beautiful song.
"We don't_have forever but we've
got each other," he sings.
- After all of the songs about fighting, drama and cheating, it's a fantastic song to tic it all together. It's
about fiKtJring out if things are right

or not, and maybe that's what
Greenberg is doing with this album.
Overall it's a decent album. The
potential in it is clear. Greenberg's
best bet is to get back in the studio
ASAP and keep figuring things out
He dot!sn't have forever.
Contact Kyle at charloue.kyle@
murraystate.edu.
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One nott>: Only if you're bored
Two notes: Borrow it from a friend
Three notes: Worth the money
Four notes: A future classic
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The battle is on.
Last week "Skins"
premiered on MTV
while "Being Human"
premiered on SyFy.
British TV fans,
however, knew the
real "Skins" premiered
in 2007 and the real
"Being Human'' startCharlotte ed last year.
Kyle
It's a common pracFeatures Editor tice, Americans remaking popular British series
for its domestic audlence.
There are a few ways to remake a
series.
There is "The Office" way in which the
first few episodes follow the original,
only to later establish new characters,
new storylines and a new tone for the
show.
When "The Office" was Americanized
we got a bigger love story with Jim and
Pam. It was a love story fans could root
for and it quickly became the heart of the
show.
Yes, it is based on the British counterpart. Yes, there are people who will continue to compare it. However, after seven
seasons, the show has become its own.
"Skins" seems to be going "The Office"
route. Well, sort of.
The frrst episode was a carbon copy of
the original minus a few name changes
and one character shift. Maxxie, the gay
dancer, was replaced by a lesbian cheerleader named Tea.
The second episode, however, focused
on Tea, and suddenly plots involving
drug money and the mob were shifted to
her character.
The third episode looks to be another
carbon copy. "Skins" doesn't have to find
its own footing like "The Office," though.
They are gaining more attention and
publicity for their racy storylines than
their source material ever did.
Another way to go is to just take the
characters and ideas and work on establishing your own world early on. "Being
Human" went this route, for the most
part, changing details and adapting it to
be more American.
Personally this is my favorite way to
go. I love the concept of the show - a
vampire, werewolf and ghost room
together as they try to live semi-normal
lives despite their "conditions" - but I
don't want-to see exactly what happened
on the British series (as I hope to check
out the original once I have time).
It helps that BBC's "Being Human" is
only in series two, whereas "Skins" just
started series five. "Being Human" isn't
as established, allowing the remake's creators and writers to find their own footing rather than following the path laid
out before them.
I don't mind the remakes as long as
they're done well. The U.S. "Skins" has
yet to impress me. The acting is awkward
and it seems like it's trying too hard to be
edgy and cool.
Heck, there are so many remakes that
have been successful: "Sanford and Son,''
"Queer as Folk" and "Three's Company,"
too.
On the other hand, it's not as if our pals
overseas have left our series alone.
"Who's The Boss,'' "Wheel of Fortune"
and "Family Feud" were all adapted by
our English buddies.
Frankly I find no reason to get so upset
over it. Does it really take away from the
original for a new one to exist?
Contact Kyle at charlotte.kyle@
murraystate.edu.
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Last Week's Solution
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